
NO MORE PINPRICKS! 
“ ” Hidden Research Reveals How To Naturally Balance 

Blood Sugar Levels For Good 
 
Hi, my name is David Pearson   …

I’m a medical researcher with over 27 years of experience, studying every diabetic condition 
under the sun… 

And in the 7 minutes, I’m going to “bite the hand” that has fed me …my whole career  

Spit in the face of the big pharmaceutical companies charging hundreds or even thousands of 
dollars for overpriced type II diabetes treatments that never cure a damn thing… 

Reveal devasting and dangerous secrets the medical industry is terrified you’ll find out… 

And reveal to you an astonishing and completely natural way to get perfect blood sugar levels in 
just days  …

All without insulin or deadly prescription drugs and without doing anything more “strenuous” 
than eating your favorite dinner… 

No matter HOW BAD your blood sugar levels are  now…

And no matter what’s “wrong’ with you hopeless you’ve been told it is… or how  

In fact, if you do what I say in this short video, just like 460,000 men and women all over the 
world have done before you… 

You’ll find yourself grinning ear to ear like a lovestruck teenager… 

As you throw your TEST Strips and glucose monitor in the trash… 

Suddenly enjoying all the mouthwatering foods you had to avoid like  the plague before…

Saving hundreds or even thousands of dollars you’ve been wasting on test strips and overpriced 
medication  …

E  njoying perfectly balanced blood sugar levels for the rest of your life…

Leaving your family and even your doctor absolutely gods smacked wondering how you turned 
back the clock on your type II diabetes… 

Who the heck am I to make such a huge promise? 



Like I said, my name is David Pearson  …

I’m a …58-year-old medical researcher  

Or a former one, anyway… 

Now I’m the crooked med industry’s enemy #1…ical  

Because over the last 4 c  years I’ve stopped sucking at the teat of the abusive medi al industry…

Cut deeply into the $245 BILLION profits of the dangerous pharmaceutical industry… 

Who spend millions every year suppressing just how ofte  n their “safe” techniques…

Leave innocent men and women in agonizing pain with severe complications or even dead… 

The REAL statistics should be enough to make you swear to never, ever take a prescription drug 
again… 

I know, because I’ve helped over 460,000 men and women ranging from 12 to 93 get balanced 
blood sugar levels  …

WITHOUT Insulin, Metformin or other drugs in a way so simple you’ll be ANGRY it’s been 
hidden from you for so long… 

And now I want you to know the truth too  …

How again and again by doctors, pharmaceutical companies and even the you’ve been lied too, 
media… 

About the REAL reason your blood sugar has  gotten WORSE year after year after year…

Forcing you to raise your prescription again and again until you feel the devastating side effects 
all over your body… 

And how INSANELY easy it is to restore perfect blood sugar levels absolutely naturally, so you 
can eat anything you want even if you’re eating like a rabbit now… 

No matter how long you’ve been …diabetic  

I’m going to reveal exactly how you too can get perfect blood sugar in just days using this simple 
breakthrough  …

So listen carefully, because the information in this video  life changing  is …

It will allow you to experience a dramatic improvement in  your health…

And completely alleviate your symptoms, so you no longer suffer from blurred vision, 
neuropathy, fatigue or low energy 

All while burning unwanted body fat and eliminating blood sugar issues for good… 



The reason this breakthrough is able to provide so many dramatic benefits  because  targets is it
the TRUE, HIDDEN root cause of high blood sugar  and that’s a fatty liver…

Let me repeat that because it’s important… 

Because most of the time people are talking to you about the pancreas, not the liver as the 
cause… 

You probably haven’t heard about fatty liver syndrome as it relates to high blood sugar… 

But as we’ll prove, it’s actually the liver, not the pancreas, that’s causing your blood sugar to 
destabilize… 

And if you’re feeling like less then yourself recently, if you’re fatigued or you are tired of 
pricking your finger every day… 

If your feet hurt, you feel achy or  sore and your vision is blurred or any of this…

For you, solving the fatty liver problem is going to be the elixir of life… 

How do I know?... 

Because it’s now been proven over and over again in countless studies and thousands of 
people  …

It’s just been hidden from you …, until now  

So let me share this research with you… 

The first discovery was made at the prestigious Newcastle University in  England…

This is where a team of researchers, led by Dr. Roy Taylor finally confirmed after decades of 
research… 

That the liver  the true cause of type II  is diabetes…

How did Professor Roy Taylor prove this?... 

He did it by analyzing the livers of  diabetics using ultrasound equipment…

Just look at the results from his study… 

[Show ULTRASOUND before and after] 

What he found was truly shocking, so keep watching  …

On the left,  is an ultrasound taken before the treatment started…

Normally, in a healthy patient, you would only see an outline of the liver  …

But since this organ is so clogged up with fat in those with type II diabete  s…



The liver appears solid  white…

A baseline was taken of their blood sugar levels… 

As expected, they were sky hig  h…

On the right you can see the results after the  treatment…

You can clearly see that it DID indeed clean out the fat from their liver… 

Which is why it’s … no longer filled in white  

What was unexpected was what happened to their blood sugar levels… 

I’ll let the study speak for itself… 

The study states it’s results in five words: 

“NORMAL INSULIN SENSTIVITY IS RESTORED” 

Those words should make your heart sing… 

This was completely revolutionary! 

According to the study, a  you need to do, is clear out a little bit of fat from your liver ll and you’ll 
no longer suffer from the curse of type II diabetes  …

And I’ll show you exactly how in just a few minutes…to do this  

But first, I want to quickly break down how this  works…

Dr. Taylor calls it his  Twin Cycle Theory…

Because there are twin causes of your type II  diabetes…

1. First, excess fat in the liver  
2.   And second, excess fat in the blood…

Let me explain… 

In non-diabetics, the liver works day and night to maintain healthy blood  chemistry…

This includes clearing excess fat in the blood after we eat  …

It’s important to keep blood lipids (or fat) levels low… 

Unfortunately for people with type II diabetes, their  liver can get clogged with fat…

And once your liver gets backed up, bloo  d lipid (or fat) levels begin to raise…

This excess fat coats the cells making it difficult for glucose to get in… 

[Show diagrams] 



So even though your blood sugar is high, your cells are starved for energy, that’s why many 
diabetics feel tired all the time  …

High blood sugar can be dangerous, so your body does everything it can to lower it… 

And releases more insulin... 

But that doesn’t help, because of the fat coating your cells…  

Fat is the real cause of “Insulin resistance” … 

And there you have it… 

You now understand the true cause of type II diabetes  …

How can we be sure?... 

Because Dr. Taylor continued his research and published his findings in the Journal of Diabetes 
Care… 

Which is the official medical journal of the American Diabetes Association… 

In it, Professor Taylor made it clear that Type  Diabetes can be quickly and easily reversed II
without dangerous prescription drugs  …

In Dr. Taylor’s own words, he said… 

“It will be helpful for all individuals with newly diagnosed Type II Diabetes to know that they 
have a metabolic syndrome that is reversible. They should know that if it's not reversed, the 
consequences for future health and cost of life insurance are dire” 

https://care.diabetesjournals.org/content/36/4/1047 

Isn’t that remarkable? 

One of the  foremost experts on Diabetes telling us that not only can type II Diabetes be world’s
reversed, but that it’s easy to reverse i …t  

And that reversing it is way cheaper and safer than medical industry wants  you to know…

But d the  on’t expect to see this in mainstream media…

They are too busy running ads for the pharmaceutical companies… 

Who are making billions selling you test strips, drugs and health insurance  …

That’s w me down…hy they want to shut  

And that’s why it’s crucial you get this information today… 

Dr. Taylor’s research is just too important…  



His research, clinical trials and finding are  indisputable…

In fact, again using the largest study  in 2017 Dr. Taylor’s research are verified of its kind…

A double-  blind clinical trial, the gold standard in medicine…

And it p  roved definitively, that Dr. Taylors Twin Cycle Theory was correct…

The results, reported by a top science publication stated that: 

"The good news for people with Type  abetes is that our work shows that even if you have II Di
had the condition for 10 years, you are likely to be able to reverse it by moving that all 
important, tiny amount of fat out of your liver."   

That’s it! Just a “tiny amount of fat” is all you need to remove from your liver…  

About 1-  2 grams…

And sugar levels go back into balance almost magically… 

In addition, the findings also confirm that many patients blood sugar levels normalized within 
the first week… 

Yes, you read that right… 

You can see results in  as little as 7 days…

So how do we get rid of the “little bit of fat” that’s behind all our out of whack sugar liver 
problems?... 

By God’s grace… 

Earth provides certain herbs, roots, plants and minerals...that are specifically designed to shed the 
fat...particularly the fat in your liver... 

If we put them all together, just wait and see what happens   …

And right now I want to show you the herbs I’m talking about… 

The ones that allow your health to make a remarkable and rapid comeback while practically 
melting away the fat that’s in your liver… 

And other problem areas while significantly reducing your risk of all forms of disease… 

All of them back by hard science from Top Universities and leadi  ng research centers…

Here are all 11 miracle herbs… 

So that you can see exactly why this is so revolutionary… 

Breakthrough Ingredient #1: Solomon’s Seal 



According to herbal lore… 

Solomon's Seal got its name when King Soloman placed his seal upon the plant after discovering 
its health-supporting powers... 

Amazingly, its root even resembles the Star of David, hence the name Solomon's Seal. 

It’s been used in Eastern Medicine for thousands of years… 

And while scientists have known about Solomon's Seals amazing healing properties for 
centuries… 

It was only in 1930 that  - a rogue scientist hiding from the Nazis during Hedwig Langecker
world war II -  discovered this herbs’ amazing effects on supporting blood sugar…

A discovery she immediately attributed to the herbs ability to clear liver fat.  

In fact, there Are Over 200 Scientific Studies Showing Its Amazing Ability To Fight Erratic 
Glucose  and shed excess liver fat…

And every month that number is going up. 

Before   long, I’m positive Solomon's Seal will be a household name…

And when you look at the incredible science behind this  powerful ingredient…

It’s easy to see why…  

Solomon Seal Is Shown In Studies To Support A Marked Improvement In Insulin Within 4 
Hours Of Taking The First Dose! 1 

In a model of blood sugar support in animals… 

Subjects given Solomon Seal saw significant impact in blood sugar support, in just 4 hours after 
taking it.  2 

More staggeringly… 

In studies on human cells over 12 months, Solomon Seal was also found to enhance antibody 
production and support the immune system too.3 

                                                           
1 "The Difference in Hypoglycemic Action Between ... - PubMed." https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/8593489/. 
Accessed 27 Jul. 2020. 

2 "The Difference in Hypoglycemic Action Between ... - PubMed." https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/8593489/. 
Accessed 27 Jul. 2020. 

3 "Effect of Polygonatum odoratum extract on ... - NCBI - NIH." 30 Aug. 2016, 
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5038215/. Accessed 27 Jul. 2020. 



The reason why Solomon Seal is so effective is because it targets in the liver,  Fat Deposits‘ ’ 
clearing them out to restore normal insulin sensitivity.4 

Now, I know we -or-often hear how “this that” ingredient is good for us… 

But it’s actually very rare for an ingredient to be scientifically proven to support blood sugar in 
so many studies, and be traced right back to the days of King Solomon.  

Solomon’s Seal is one of those rare exceptions… 

But it’s just one of ELEVEN head turning start ingredients you’ll learn about today…-  

 

Breakthrough Ingredient #2: Shepherd’s Purse  

This is another amazing plant that’s been used for centuries to support insulin levels, and 
maintain sugar levels in the body. 

It's loaded with free radical fighting nutrients that not only… 

● Helps support the healthy functioning of the pancreas. 
● Clears excess liver fat. 
● Allows more of the food you eat to be turned into energy, instead of being stored as 

body fat. 5 
● Boosts the immune system - and is even shown to help the body to break down 

antibiotic-resistant,  like anthrax too.super-bacteria 6 

Incredible, right? 

If you just took these two amazing ingredients alone, they could help transform your body and 
health in a matter of weeks.   

Yet they’re not the only impressive ingredients … found to balance blood sugar levels quickly  

Breakthrough Ingredient #3: Lycium Ber  ry

This glucose supporting wonder-  plant first caught my attention in 2015…

When a group of scientists conducted an experiment on 67 patients with erratic blood sugar. 

                                                           
4 "Pharmacological and phytochemical updates of genus ...." 8 Jun. 2012, 
http://inforesights.com/phytopharmacology/files/pp3v2i6.pdf. Accessed 27 Jul. 2020. 

5 "Anti-Inflammatory and Anti-Superbacterial Properties of ... - NCBI." 13 Feb. 2014, 
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3951821/. Accessed 27 Jul. 2020. 

6 "Anti-Inflammatory and Anti-Superbacterial Properties of ... - NCBI." 13 Feb. 2014, 
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3951821/. Accessed 27 Jul. 2020. 



The doctors conducted a randomized, double-blind study. The gold standard in medical testing.  

And each day, after dinner these people were given Lycium Berry for a period of 3 months.7 

The results astounded the medical community… 

Because on average, patients’ blood sugar levels were improved by 51%. 

And insulin production improved 345%!8 

Why is Lycium so effective?  

Scientists believe it's because it  clears out a fatty liver…

Which has been proven in multiple, peer-  reviewed studies…

Including this one, where they found that Lycium… 

“Possesses a potential novel treatment in preventing diet induced fatty liver”…-  

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4071778/ 

So obviously, the less liver fat we have, the easier it is to keep our sugar levels healthy. And the 
quicker it is to lose weight. 

So Are You Starting to See What Makes these herbs So Unique? 

 

✔ All of them help your body to clear out excess liver fat, while supporting insulin 
production and healthy blood sugar  
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4071778/ 
 

✔ All of them are supported by clinical trials and irrefutable science 100’s of 
 

✔ And all of these ingredients INCREASE calorie burning, so you have the opportunity to 
lose weight, gain more energy, and feel better too.  
 

It’s the ultimate 1 ch…-2-3 knockout pun  

Now… 

Even if you stopped there, and just starting taking these 3 ingredients, it would STILL be one of 
the most potent, effective, guaranteed ways to optimize sugar levels... 

                                                           
7 "Practical Application of Antidiabetic Efficacy of Lycium ... - NCBI." 
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4475782/. Accessed 27 Jul. 2020. 

8 "Practical Application of Antidiabetic Efficacy of Lycium ... - NCBI." 
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4475782/. Accessed 27 Jul. 2020. 



But as I mentioned before, I’m not just trying to ls a few points…lower your blood sugar leve  

I want to make sure your high blood sugar levels are a thing of the past  …

That’s why there’s 8 MORE proven glucose supporting plants to protect you from every 
possible angle…   

Including... 

Bellflower Root 

Which contains Platycodin, a plant-based nutrient that supports blood sugar by blocking carb 
absorption in the intestines910. And suppresses weight gain by boosting glucose metabolism.  

This ingredient was recently featured in The Journal of Nutritional Biochemistry, where 
doctors tested it on patients and found it supported both glucose and cholesterol levels 
significantly within 30 minutes after taking the first dose11. 

And according to a 2012 study form the Food Research Institute… 

Bellf triacylglycerol (FAT) storage in the liver, which was associated with lower Root “decreased 
improved insulin signaling” 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/21847688 

 

Eleuthero  

To help with insulin issues so the body can improve erratic blood sugar and insulin spikes after 
meals…12 

 

Astragalus Root  

                                                           
9 "Platycodon grandiflorus Root Extract Attenuates Body ... - NCBI." 30 Aug. 2016, 
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5037519/. Accessed 27 Jul. 2020. 

10 "Platycodon grandiflorum modifies adipokines and ... - PubMed." https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/22471365/. 
Accessed 27 Jul. 2020. 

11 "Efficient and Highly Stereoselective Syntheses of (+ ... - NCBI." 21 Jan. 2020, 
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7003206/. Accessed 27 Jul. 2020. 

12 "Siberian Ginseng Results in Beneficial Effects on Glucose ...." . Accessed 27 http://pubs.sciepub.com/ijcn/1/1/2/
Jul. 2020. 



To improve sugar metabolism and increase weight loss.131415 

Which according to a study published in the Journal of Gastroenterology concludes that 
Astragalus  

“causes significant reduction in lipid hepatic accumulation, reversing fatty liver and liver 
damage, and can be used as a remedy for fatty liver. 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4320362/ 
 

Licorice Root 

To fight erratic blood sugar levels and promote a healthy inflammation response in the body.1617 

 

 

 

 

Milk Thistle  

In one study, it improved insulin resistance by 20% and achieved a 100% patient satisfaction 
success rate.18 19 

And another study in the  Journal of Hepatology, published in 2013, they state…

                                                           
13 "Astragalus Polysaccharides Attenuates TNF- - PubMed." 15 May. 2017, α ... 
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/28559971/. Accessed 27 Jul. 2020. 

14 "Astragalus polysaccharide improves insulin ... - PubMed." 8 Jan. 2010, 
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/19800959/. Accessed 27 Jul. 2020. 

15 "Hypoglycemic effect of Astragalus polysaccharide ... - PubMed." https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/15715932/. 
Accessed 27 Jul. 2020. 

16 "Substance in liquorice root could help treat diabetes - Diabetes." 19 Apr. 2012, 
https://www.diabetes.co.uk/news/2012/apr/substance- -liquorice-root-could-help-treat-diabetes-in
90297125.html. Accessed 27 Jul. 2020. 
17 "Licorice: The Candy That Fights Diabetes - The Atlantic." 9 May. 2012, 
https://www.theatlantic.com/health/archive/2012/05/licorice-the-candy-that-fights-diabetes/256921/. Accessed 
27 Jul. 2020. 

18 "Silymarin reduces hyperinsulinemia, malondialdehyde levels ...." 
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0011393X05806605. Accessed 27 Jul. 2020. 

19 "The Therapeutic Potential of Milk Thistle in Diabetes - NCBI." 10 Aug. 2014, 
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4310066/. Accessed 27 Jul. 2020. 



“Silymarin (or Milk Thistle) appears to be effective to reduce the biochemical, inflammatory and 
ultrasonic indices of fatty liver. Some parameters indicative of early stage of atherosclerosis were 
als  o lowered.”

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3612568/ 
 

Schizandrae Fruit  

To help manage healthy blood glucose by blocking sugar absorption in the intestines.20 21 

 

White Mulberry Leaf Extract 

To help slow the breakdown of sugars in the gut, so they are absorbed more slowly into the 
bloodstream, keeping sugar levels under control.22 

 

Wild Yam Extract 

Which contains a nutrient called  which is shown in studies to support blood sugar disocoretine
levels, clear out liver fat and improve glucose metabolism.23 

Each of these ingredients are  so good they should be front page news…

And when combined, they work synergistically to unclog your fatty liver and balance blood 
sugar levels in  just days…

Listen...You can go out and try to get these ingredients yourself... 

But I can tell you from experience, having searched for suppliers over the last 2  years…

That finding the specific herbs used in these studies  is extremely difficult…

And very expensive because because to get the absolute best results using this cocktail, they need 
to be ultra-  grade in their most bioavailable form…

Grown in ideal conditions, free of pesticides and  toxins…

                                                           
20 "Antioxidant and prooxidant behavior of flavonoids ... - PubMed." https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/9119242/. 
Accessed 27 Jul. 2020. 

21 "In Vitro and in Vivo Anti-Hyperglycemic Effects of Omija ... - NCBI." 23 Feb. 2011, 
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3083710/. Accessed 27 Jul. 2020. 

22 "White Mulberry: Uses, Side Effects, Interactions ... - WebMD." 
https://www.webmd.com/vitamins/ai/ingredientmono-1250/white-mulberry. Accessed 27 Jul. 2020. 

23 "Antidiabetic Effects of Yam (Dioscorea batatas) and Its ... - NCBI." 15 Oct. 2015, 
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4632431/. Accessed 27 Jul. 20  20.



And mixed together with the perfect dose of each ingredient  for maximum results…

Fortunately, getting access to this kind of premium herbal supplement is now available because 
after more than two years in the lab  …

My team and I at Natures Formulas are pleased to announce that we've created a breakthrough 
new formula… 

Something that contains the purest and best forms of these herbs in existence  …

And  it’s called Sugar Balance, because that’s exactly what it does…

It quickly and safely balances blood sugar levels  …

Each capsule contains eight hundred milligrams of the pure natural herbal blend, the exact same 
11 miracle ingredients proven in scientific studies to balance blood sugar levels to normal ranges 
by targeting the fat in your liver… 

Also, all the ingredients are in extract form, concentrating the herbs making them 100x more 
powerful than taking the whole leaf form… 

All this comes together to make the most effective blood sugar  supplement in existence…

The results speak for themselves… 

And that’s why it’s extremely popular… 

Pretty much everyone who tries Sugar Balance keeps asking for more of the stuff… 

Because they never again want to worry about “blood sugar zig zags,” or excessive weight gain, 
or having a foggy brain.  

 

Sugar Balance is also becoming extreme  ly popular with many in the health profession…

Which is amazing, but it puts  even more strain on production…

Especially because it can take up to 3 months to custom-  create each batch… 

And as a result of the fact that Sugar Balance is expensive to manufacture, takes up to 3 months 
to produce a single batch, and keeps selling out… 

I Frequently Don’t Have Any Sugar Balance Available for The 
Public 
But that being said… 

I also don’t want ANYONE to stay awake each night, worrying about blood sugar issues. 

Which is why in the next few moments… 



I’ll share how you can get your hands on brand of Sugar Balance…-new bottles  

And how you can try it risk-free as part of our breakthrough new Pilot Program.  

 

But first, let me answer that other question: 

 

How Much Sugar Balance Do You Need to Take? 
 

That’s simple… 

Just take 1 capsule 3 times a day for at least 30 days.  

The reason it’s important that you take Sugar Balance for at least 30 days is very 
straightforward… 

While the 11 plant-  based ingredients go to work pretty much immediately…

What all of those clinical studies have shown us… 

Is that the longer you take each of the ingredients inside Sugar Balance… 

The more your body can benefit.  

For example… 

As you saw in  one study…

Taking Solomon's Seal, the #1 ingredient inside Sugar Balance, people saw insulin production 
improve within 4 hours of taking the first dose.   

But you also saw that in another major study… 

Taking Solomon's Seal for a full 12 months was shown to boost the immune system and increase 
production of antibodies too.   

Which is another important factor for those who want to live longer, healthier, more energized 
lives for years to come… 

So It Just Makes Sense To Keep Taking Sugar Balance 
 Day-After- y and Month-After-  Da Month…

 

Especially with the astronomical prices big pharma are charging for their blood sugar support 
products!  

 



For example, in 2009 the price of a 10 ml vial of Eli Lilly’s Humalog insulin cost $93...But 
today the same vial now costs $27524 

Almoust TRIPLE the price. For  the same product! exactly

Isn’t that criminal? 

And all the other big manufacturers have hiked up their prices too! 

While the most Sugar Balance costs is a few pennies per day (more on that in a second).  

 

✔ And this is why so many experts are recommending that you choose at least 3 bottles of 
Sugar Balance at a time… 

 

✔ And  6 bottles if you want to be completely safe… 
 

✔ Then take it for a period of at least 90 days… 
 

That way you can absolutely guarantee that you’ve done everything you can to support your 
blood sugar, lower your weight and keep yourself safe. 

Across the U.S., people who were once worried about numb toes and fingers, amputations 
and blindness dizziness... 

People who were finding life so hard, just to work out what to eat each day, without disrupting 
their sugar levels... 

Are calling Sugar Balance a “Gift From God”… 

And today, this is your golden opportunity to join them.  

Tom Anderson who writes  

“Blood sugar was 213 before I started, 3rd day was 170 and this morning was 122.  Amazing 
results.  Please feel free to use the above as a reference.” 

Tosin Ogunseye writes  

“I am currently taking Sugar Balance as recommended and I am happy to write that the whole 
program is really working for me, in which my blood sugar has drastically reduced from 
268mg/dL to 140mg/dL within 8 days of the program.” 

And Felice Boewe who writes  

“I am writing to report good news.  I followed the liver cleansing…I cannot believe the results is 
                                                           
24 "The skyrocketing cost of insulin over the past decade in one ...." 18 Sep. 2019, 
https://www.businessinsider.com/insulin-price-increased-last-decade-chart-2019-9. Accessed 27 Jul. 2020. 



so good and true.  In a short time, my blood sugar dropped from 154 to 75.  I deeply appreciate 
your efforts in helping type II  diabetes sufferers.”

Those testimonials you just heard are only a few of the hundreds I’m receiving each month about 
Sugar Balance… 

And you should know that this plant based, liver supporting breakthrough is only available on 
this website… 

While there are supplies in stock and I’m able to keep this report online.  

The truth is… 

 

There Are Many in Big Medicine Who HATE What I’m Doing… 
 

They planned on making TRILLIONS (yes, trillions) of dollars off people like us as we grow 
old… 

 

And they view Sugar Balance as a major threat… 

 

Something that could take away their private jets, their yachts, their exotic beach homes… 

 

That could make them find a new career path all together.  

 

I’m trying to fight these people (and their lawyers) off… 

 

But it’s an uphill battle… 

 

Which is why, if you’re here right now and there are bottles of Sugar Balance in stock… 

 

It’s vital that you don’t put this decision off.  

 

Using Sugar Balance Really Can Feel Like You’ve Just Found The 
Mystery Switch For Blood Sugar Management, Weight Loss & 

Long Lasting Good Health!  



 
Something that lets you wake in the morning confident you can enjoy your day, and eat the foods 
you love without issue…   

 

Every day you take your Sugar Balance capsules… 

 

Is a day where you have the chance to be free from worry! 

 

And to be free from the hassles of constantly stopping and checking your sugars… 

 

Where you might be able to enjoy a slice of pizza with all the trimmings, or a cold beer on a hot 
day… or a glass of wine with your spouse. 

 

And when you consider that Sugar Balance really was designed to help make all of this a 
reality... 

 

You can probably understand why my Board of Directors was adamant that I set the price 
of this breakthrough at  $249 per bottle…

 

Which honestly, I think is extremely fair… 

 

Especially considering how much it costs to acquire the rare ingredients in Sugar Balance.  

 

And yet, while I know that we could charge $249 for a bottle of Sugar Balance and I’d still sleep 
soundly at night… 

 

This Isn’t About Making A Profit for Me Or My Team. 
 

Which is why if you decide to take  action right now…

 

And say “YES” to the scientific miracle that is Sugar Balance… 



 

You won’t need to spend $249 for a bottle…or Even $149… 

 

And why instead, by taking action today... 

 

You can order Sugar Balance for just $249 .  $69 per bottle

 

And That’s Actually Just the Start 
 

You see… 

 

Because so many of the studies show that the longer you take the ingredients inside Sugar 
Balance… 

 

The more you could benefit from them… 

 

And because so many people have been ordering multiple bottles of Sugar Balance at  a time…

 

That way they can share them with their family and friends as well… 

 

Me and my team have created an even deeper discount program where… 

 

Right Now When You Stock Up On 6 Bottles of Sugar Balance You 
Can Get It For As Low As   $149 $49 Per Bottle…

 
So click the six bottle package or any other package you choose below this video right now to 
secure your order. 

 

You’ll also get free shipping today when your order the 3 or 6 bottle package, which is a $19.99 
value right there… 



 

Along with a free digital copy of my best- - which selling book “The TRUTH About Diabetes” 
has helped over 460  ,000 people balance their blood sugar levels the NATURAL way…

 

And your order today also gives you access to over $297 worth of free recipes, guides, and 
resources in my  private VIP Client Area…

 

But both the free shipping and these bonuses are only available to you here on this website 
today... 

 

So you really do need to act right now.  

All Orders Of Sugar Balance Also Come With 
 My 180 Day, 100% Money Back Guarantee 

 

This  is really important, and here’s why: 

 

Every day I hear from folks all over the U.S. who say that taking Sugar Balance is having 
your own army of ‘sugar seekers’ … standing guard all over your body. Keeping your 
weight under control. Ensuring your energy is high, and watching over all your health 
markers 24/7. 

 

And while I’m absolutely sure, you too will feel the same feeling of relief, assurance and 
confidence once you try this scientific breakthrough… 

 

I also know that in today’s society of big promises and over-the-top-hype. 

 

Talk is cheap. 

 

That’s why I want to put my money where my mouth is… 

 

By offering you the opportunity to try Sugar Balance for yourself for the next 6 months… 

 



With absolutely no financial risk whatsoever. 

 

It Works Like This… 
 

Simply click on one of the packages you see below and start your order... 

 

And claim your own supply of Sugar Balance right now.  

 

Then, when your order arrives in just a few business days from now… 

 

I want you to tear open that box, grab your first bottle, and start using Sugar Balance every single 
day. 

 

I’m positive that once you do this, you’ll feel AND see the difference Sugar Balance makes 
right away… 

 

And that after you’ve taken Sugar Balance for the next few months… 

 

You’ll never want to go another day without this amazing blood sugar supporting breakthrough. 

 

But if for any reason I’m wrong… 

 

If you aren’t head heels in LOVE your experience with Sugar Balance…-over-  

 

Then you don’t pay a dime. 

 

Simply call or email my U.S. based, Award Winning Customer Service Team…and we’ll 
refund your purchase with no questions asked.  

 

That’s every single penny back to you... 



 

And you don’t even need to return the bottles they’re yours to keep as my way of saying “thank - 
you” for trying Sugar Balance out.   

 

 

And the only reason I’m able to offer such a bold guarantee... 

 

 

Is because I’m confident you will be blown away by what life feels like using Sugar Balance. 

 

And that you’ll become a loyal, rabid customer for life. 

 

Still though, isn’t it nice knowing that you have nothing to lose? 

 

You’ve seen the science, you’ve seen the studies, you’ve heard from everyday folks who have 
restored their health thanks to the power of Sugar Balance, and all the benefits it gives you..  

 

Yet you still get a full 180 Days to decide if Sugar Balance is right for you. 

 

So Go Ahead and Click The Button You See Below Right Now… 
And Choose Your Package of Sugar Balance While There Are Still 

Supplies In Stock... 
 

What Happens Next Is Entirely Up To You... 
 

This report is now ending, and ultimately the choice is yours… 

 

You can ignore everything you’ve seen today… 

 



The incredible studies showing that the ingredients in Sugar Balance can help clear out fatty 
liver… 

And support insulin and blood sugar almost immediately...  

With many people reporting amazing results from the first pill they take... 

 

And right now you have the opportunity to join the thousands of folks just like you… 

 

Who have already said “YES” to Sugar Balance and who are opting out of big pharma’s money -
grabbing plans… 

 

While fighting back against the blood sugar issues so many people in their 50’s and 60’s end up 
going through for the rest of their lives.  

 

These folks are deciding they want to age younger and healthier instead...  

 

And now it’s your turn… 

 

But in order to join these folks you need to take action today.  

 

That’s your first choice… 

 

But your other option is to not take any action at all… 

 

To instead click away from this page and go on with your day. 

 

If you make that second choice, there’s no hard feelings, and I wish you all of the best… 

 

But just think about what life will be in a few months, or even a few years from now… 

 

Imagine the next time it’s late at night, and you’re awake in bed, staring at the ceiling… 

 



The intense craving to eat carbs or something sweet making your mouth water… 

 

The constant need to pee… 

 

 All the fears and anxieties of old-age racing through your mind. 

 

Won’t you think back to this moment… 

 

When you had the chance to claim your very own supply of Sugar Balance at a huge savings… 

 

While there were supplies in stock… 

 

And feel just a little bit of regret that you didn’t try this breakthrough risk-free today? 

 

If the answer  is even a “maybe”…

 

Then I would strongly urge you to make the smart decision... 

 

And say “YES” to Sugar Balance right now. 

 

Get started now by just clicking on one of the packages you see below this video... 

 

And claim your supply of this cutting-edge br  eakthrough…

 

While it is available to the public, and while I do have bottles on hand. 

 

Your decision today is covered by a full 180 Day, 100% Money Back Guarantee… 

 

So you truly have nothing to lose… 

 



And an entirely new outlook on the future to gain.  

 

Ultimately the decision is yours.. 

 

But I trust you’ll make the right choice... 

 

By clicking on one of the packages you see below this video right now and placing your order.  

 

Thank you so much for spending your time with me today… 

 

And I look forward to hearing about your success with Sugar Balance.  

 

 

God Bless, 

 

David Pearson 

 

Frequently Asked Questions 
 

1. What Is and Why Is It So Important For Improving Blood Sugar?  Fatty Liver 

 

The true cause of Type II Diabetes was first discovered in 2016 by Dr. Roy Taylor. 

He was a gastric bypass surgeon who noticed that when overweight people went on a calorie 
restricted diet, they quickly become type II diabetes free. 

He decided then decided to dedicate his career to figuring out why that worked. 

Since then his twin cycle theories have been proven twice and the science is now irrefutable.  

He found that to treat type II diabetes, all you need to do is get your body to shed a little bit a fat 
trapped in your liver. 

And that’s exactly what these 11 miracle herbs help you do... 



Each capsule of Sugar Balance has 800mg of these life saving herbs that balance blood sugar 
levels no matter if you’re 19 or 92… 

  

2. What Else Can You Tell Me About Sugar Balance? 

 

Sugar Balance is made right here in the United States, in a facility that follows all Good 
Manufacturing Practice guidelines. 

It’s manufactured in an FDA registered facility with rigorous regulations.  

We also have our formula tested by an independent third-party laboratory to ensure that what's 
on the label is really inside...  

 

It also contains no fillers, no soy, and no artificial colors… 

 

Making this an incredibly pure yet highly effective breakthrough in Blood Sugar Support. 

 

 

3.. How Long Will Sugar Balance Be Available To The Public? 

 

It’s hard to say. 

 

My goal is to get this breakthrough in Sugar Balance to as many people  as possible…

 

Especially since Sugar Balance presents such a revolution… 

 

And since Big Pharma has TRIPLED the prices of their blood sugar supporting products.  

 

My plan is to make it available to every American for just pennies a day. 

 

Yet while that’s my goal… 

 



There are a LOT of powerful people out there who hate what I’m doing… 

 

And I know they’d love nothing more to shut me up… 

 

By getting this website taken off the Internet. 

 

So between the fact that I’m making a ton of enemies… 

 

And that each bottle of Sugar Balance can take up to 3 months to manufacture… 

 

I simply cannot guarantee how long this site will remain online or we’ll have bottles in stock… 

 

Which is why if you’re ready to experience the incredible benefits of Sugar Balance… 

 

It’s important that you do take action today by ordering your supply.  

 

4. How Does the Guarantee Work Again? 

 

When you click on one of the options at the bottom of this page and get your supply of Sugar 
Balance today...  

 

You’re covered by a full 180 Day, 100% Money Back Guarantee.  

 

This means that if you change your mind about Sugar Balance for any reason over the next three 
months… 

 

Just call or email my U.S. Based Cus  tomer Service Team…

 

And we’ll refund your entire investment in Sugar Balance, less shipping, quickly, and with no 
questions asked.  

 



So there’s no risk for you whatsoever! 

 

 

5. Okay I’m Ready To Order Sugar Balance. What Now? 

 

It’s easy… 

 

Just click on one of the packages you see beneath this video and place your order. 

 

Our 6 Bottle Package is by far the most popular option because of all the added savings you 
get… 

 

But no matter which package you choose… 

 

The moment you place your order… 

 

We’ll begin rushing Sugar Balance out to you. 

 

Then, once you’ve received your order in a few short days from now… 

 

Simply start taking this little “plant based blood sugar breakthrough” each day… 

 

And I’m confident you’ll be amazed by just how different you look and feel.  

 

Plus as I just mentioned, this is all covered by that 180 Day, 100% Money Back Guarantee… 

 

So go ahead and place your order now… 

 

That way you can experience the power of Sugar Balance for yourself right away! 


